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Cells have evolved multiple mechanisms to overcome the effects of entropy and diffusion to create a highly ordered environment. For cells to
function properly, some components must be anchored to provide a framework or structure. Others must be rapidly transported over long distances
to generate asymmetries in cell morphology and composition. To accomplish long-range transport, cells cannot rely on diffusion alone as many
large organelles and macromolecular complexes are essentially immobilized by the dense meshwork of the cytosol. One strategy used by cells to
overcome diffusion is to harness the free energy liberated by ATP hydrolysis through molecular motors. Myosins are a family of actin based
molecular motors that have evolved a variety of ways to contribute to cellular organization through numerous modifications to the manner they
convert that free energy into mechanical work.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords: Unconventional myosin; Molecular motor; Actin; Duty ratio1. Introduction
Myosins are characterized by three domains, a N-terminal
motor or “head” that binds actin and ATP, a neck domain
consisting of one or more light chain binding IQ motifs, and a
C-terminal tail. Based on sequence analysis of motor domains,
∼20 distinct classes have been identified [1]. However, a
recent study examining the large number of newly completed
genomes identified many more potential classes (a total of
∼40) [2]. Unfortunately, the authors did not incorporate
existing myosin phylogeny into their analysis making a direct
comparison of the new myosins with previously identified
classes difficult. A multitude of studies have indicated that the
tail domains are critical for the functions of a given type of
myosin [3]. However, the mechanochemical properties of
motor domains have evolved unique characteristics and
regulatory mechanisms to optimize function. Phylogenetic
analyses have established that motor and tail domains may⁎ Corresponding author. MCD-Biology, KBT 352, Yale University, PO Box
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doi:10.1016/j.bbamcr.2006.06.012have coevolved, further suggesting that these domains are
interdependent: i.e. the mechanical properties of a given motor
domain are “matched” to the mechanical requirements of
given function that is primarily dictated by the tail domain [4].
This review will focus on the wide diversity of mechano-
chemical properties exhibited among members of the myosin
family of actin based molecular motors and when possible try
to relate these properties to the known or possible cellular
functions of a given myosin. Although beyond the scope of
this overview, it is important to note that the diversity of motor
properties described here is further modulated by a wide range
of regulatory mechanisms that can have profound impacts on
the motor properties of a given myosin.
Over the past two decades, a number of assays have been
developed to complement traditional biochemical studies of
molecular motors. Among the most significant are the in vitro
motility assays where motor-driven movement is reconstituted
with purified proteins. This approach is designed to probe the
mechanical properties of small groups of motors, or even single
motor molecules. Combined with conventional biochemical
approaches (transient and steady-state kinetics), these studies
have provided detailed insight into how amotor converts the free
energy liberated from ATP hydrolysis into mechanical work.
Table 1
Mechanochemical properties of selected myosins
Class Duty ratio a Landing rate Rate limiting step Velocity b (μm/s) Directionality
I Myo1a 0.05 [15] Pi release [14] 0.05 [137], 0.1 [138] Plus [156]
Myo1e Pi release [16]
Myo1b 0.137 [157]
II Skeletal muscle 0.038 [8], 0.05 [5] Pi release 6.6 [8], 6.9 [5] Plus
Smooth muscle 0.04 [8] Pi release 0.58 [8], 0.546 [158] Plus
Non-muscle myosin IIA 0.05 c [10] Pi release [10] 0.3 [159] Plus
Non-muscle Myosin IIB 0.82 c [12], 0.4 c [11] ADP release [12], Pi release [11] 0.092 [160] Plus
III Myo3 0.11 [161] Plus [161]
V Myo5a 0.7 c [43] 1 [105], 1.4 [162] ADP release [43] 0.311 [105] Plus [44,141]
Myo5b 0.79c [163] 1 [163] ADP release [163] 0.22 [163] Plus [163]
S.c. Myo2p 0.2 [6] 5 [6] 4.5 [6]
D.m. MyoV 0.1c [35] Pi release [35] 0.46 [35]
VI Myo6 (monomer) 0.8 c [70] ADP release [70,143] 0.058 [142], 0.131 [143] Minus [142]
Myo6 (dimer) ADP release [143] 0.4 [71], 0.307 [143]
VII Myo7a 0.9 c [76] ADP release [76] 0.16 [78], 0.19 [164] Plus [78]
Myo7b 0.8 [80,81] ADP release [80,81]
IX Myo9b 1 [7] 1 [7,91] ATP hydrolysis [92,93] 0.015 [90], 0.038 [7],
0.08 [91], 1.1 [111]
Minus [91],
Plus [151]
X Myo10 0.16 [30], 0.6, [165] 0.3 [104] Plus [104]
XI Myosin XI 1 [86] 4.6 [86] Plus [86]
XIV TgMyoA ATP hydrolysis or Pi release, [150] 5.2 [150] Plus [150]
a Determined from Eq. (1) or solution kinetics.
b Kron and Spudich assay [139] at maximum motor density.
c Duty ratio of single-headed construct.
1 In this review myosin classes are referred to with roman numerals, while
specific myosins within a class are designated with Arabic numbers.
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mechanochemical parameters that define the motor activity of
each myosin, i.e. a mechanical “signature” that is unique to a
given myosin. These include (but are not limited to), duty ratio,
processivity, power stroke/stepping, velocity, and directionality.
Table 1 summarizes many of the known values for these
parameters among the myosins characterized thus far. This
review is a survey of our current state of knowledge regarding
these properties in myosins examined to date. The experimental
strategies used to assess mechanochemistry will be discussed,
with a focus on in vitro motility assays.
2. Duty ratio and processivity
2.1. Measuring the duty ratio
For a myosin, duty ratio is defined as the proportion of the
ATPase cycle that the motor domain remains strongly bound to
actin. It can be determined based on the proportion of myosin
bound to actin at steady state, or calculated from rate and
equilibrium constants of individual steps, if known,wheremyosin
bound to ATP or ADP·Pi is a weakly bound conformation and
ADP or nucleotide free states bind actin strongly (Fig. 1).
The empirical method for determining duty ratio using in
vitro motility is by plotting filament gliding velocity as a
function of motor density. As the number of low duty ratio
motors is reduced, velocity slows due to the decreased prob-
ability that a motor is engaging in a productive interaction with
actin (Fig. 2A, dotted and dashed curves). A high duty ratio
motor, in contrast, will spend most/all of its ATPase cycle
bound, and filament gliding velocity will not decrease over awide range of densities (Fig. 2A, solid line). The functional
relationship between velocity and motor density can be used to
determine the duty ratio by the equation originally derived by
Uyeda and coworkers [5] and modified according to Reck-
Peterson et al. [6].
V ðqÞ ¼ Vmax½1 ð1 f Þqd A¯ ð1Þ
V is the average filament velocity as a function of density (ρ),
Vmax is the maximum gliding velocity, f is the duty ratio, and Ā
is the area of interaction (defined as the product of twice the
filament reach and mean filament length). For example, when
Eq. (1) is used to fit a curve to velocity vs. density data for the
S. cerevisiae class V myosin Myo2p1 f is measured to be 0.2
[6]. In contrast, f=1 when velocity data for human Myo9b is
fit with the same equation [7]. Thus, Myo2p is predicted to be
attached to actin for 20% of each catalytic cycle, while Myo9b
is attached throughout.
2.2. Low duty ratio myosins
Duty ratio varies widely among myosins (see Table 1) and
has profound implications for cellular function. For skeletal and
smooth muscle myosins II (Myo2) the value is between 0.04
and 0.05 [5,8] based on Eq. (1). Clearly, this is optimal for a
muscle tissue, where large ensembles of heads bind to the same
actin filament to produce rapid contraction. Heads must quickly
Fig. 1. Myosin ATPase cycle. Myosin (M) interactions with actin (A) are
generalized as weak or strong, depending on the bound nucleotide. Slowing
biochemical transitions can extend the duration of the “on” or “off” states. The
two most common kinetic adaptations are limiting the rate of Pi (red arrow) or
ADP (green arrow) release from the active site. Slowing these steps keeps the
motor weakly bound or strongly bound, respectively, for a longer duration of its
total cycle.
Fig. 2. Theoretical velocity and landing rate curves vs. motor density. (A) Using
Eq. (1), theoretical curves of velocity vs. motor density were generated on a
semi-log scale for high (f=1, solid line), moderate (f=0.3, dotted line) and low
(f=0.05, dashed line) duty ratio motors with a maximal velocity of 1 μm/s. (B)
Log–log plot of theoretical landing rate curves from Eq. (2) [99]. The minimum
number of motors needed for a filament to successfully land and move is
represented by n. Curves representing motors with n=1 (solid line), n=2
(dotted line), and n=5 (dashed line) are shown.
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the displacement activity of other heads. Muscle myosin
achieves this low duty ratio by biasing the kinetics to the
unbound/weakly bound state (myosin with ATP and ADP·Pi in
the active site). It has high affinity for ATP and the rate-limiting
step of the actin activated ATPase cycle is Pi release (Fig. 1, red
arrow). As a result, heads spending the bulk of their cycle in the
weakly bound state [9].
The situation appears to be slightly more complicated for
vertebrate non-muscle Myo2 isoforms. A subfragment 1 (S1)
Myo2a construct expressed in the baculovirus system (BV-
expressed) has a low duty ratio similar to muscle myosin [10],
while BV-expressed S1 Myo2b has a significantly higher duty
ratio, depending on nucleotide and actin concentrations, with
maximal values determined at 0.4 [11] to 0.82 [12]. This higher
proportion of ATPase cycle time spent bound to actin is
attributable to an increased affinity of ADP and a rate of ADP
release approaching the steady-state ATPase [12]. The longer-
lived attachment time of Myo2b is not suited for rapid
contraction and may instead be an adaptation for generating
tension. Support for this model was obtained through measure-
ments of retrograde actin flow in neuronal growth cones from
Myo2b knock-out mice. In the absence of Myo2b the rearward
flow of actin in the lamellapodia occurs twice as fast relative to
wild type cells [13]. Removal of Myo2b activity, which
normally acts as a brake on retrograde flow, allows more
rapid flow attributable to Myo2a.
Kinetic measurements of class 1 myosins including
Acanthomeba myosin IA and IB [14], Myo1a [15], and
Myo1e [16] indicate they are low duty ratio motors by a mecha-
nism of rate limiting Pi release [14,16] . This class of myosins is
involved in membrane binding, generation of cortical tension,
endocytosis and organelle trafficking [3,17–21] as well as
anchoring membrane proteins in lipid rafts [22]. To ensure that
some Myo1 heads are interacting with actin these motors
normally localize to regions of the cell that are rich with actin
filaments such as themicrovillus or lamellapodia/ruffles [21,23].
Myo1a (brush border myosin I) forms cross-links between the
underlying actin core and the plasma membrane of intestinal
microvilli [24]. Despite spending the majority of its ATPase
cycle weakly bound to actin, Myo1a has much slower rates of
ATP induced dissociation from actin andADP release, compared
to muscle myosins [15], although these steps do not limit the
overall cycling rate. The extended lifetime of the actin-bound
state is thought to contribute to its structural role in themicrovillus. In the absence of Myo1a, knockout mice microvilli
exhibit membrane and organizational defects consistent with this
proposed function [25].
2.3. Moderate duty ratio myosins
Several myosins, such as those belonging to class X, fall into
a category best described as moderate duty ratio. Class X
myosins were first identified as a motor involved in tipward
trafficking in filopodia [26]. More recent work has identified
beta-integrins [27] and the actin nucleators Mena/VASP [28] as
cargo delivered to filopodial tips by Myo10. An additional role
for Myo10 in pseudopod extension during phagocytosis has also
been proposed [29]. Kinetic analysis of a BV-expressed
construct encoding the motor and light chain binding domains
indicates it has a duty ratio of∼0.16 [30], requiring >6motors to
effectively move cargo. EM of negatively stained full-length
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[31] and is unlikely to increase its duty ratio through
dimerization of two moderate duty ratio heads.
Many class V myosins also have moderate duty ratios. Dro-
sophila has a single gene for Myo5, also called didum [32,33],
which functions during larval development and sperm indivi-
dualization [34]. A single-headed Drosophila Myo5 BV-
expressed construct was calculated to have a duty ratio of 0.1
by kinetic analysis and, accordingly, an expressed dimer exhib-
ited properties of a low duty ratio in the in vitro motility assay
[35]. While not directly measured, Pi release was predicted to be
the rate-limiting step, which would keep Myo5 in a weakly
bound state. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, there are two class V
myosins, Myo2p and Myo4p. Myo2p is involved in polarized
secretion [36], inheritance of mitochondria [37] and vacuoles
[38], and mitotic spindle orientation [39]. Myo4p transports
mRNA to daughter cells during division [40] and is involved in
cortical ER inheritance of daughter cells [41]. Quantitative
analysis of velocity vs. density assays assigned a duty ratio of 0.2
to native, immuno-adsorbed Myo2p. Because motor density for
Myo4p could not be determined, the duty ratio could not be
calculated. However, it did exhibit slower velocities at lower
concentrations of antibody used to tether it to the motility
chamber, which is inconsistent with a high duty ratio [6]. There
is no kinetic data for the yeast class V myosins to corroborate
these results as of yet, but the motility data suggests multiple
motors are required for the proposed long-range transport
functions.
2.4. High duty ratio myosins
In contrast to yeast and Drosophila class V myosins,
vertebrate Myo5a is a high duty ratio motor. Myo5a, perhaps
the best characterized unconventional myosin, has a myriad of
cellular functions ranging from retention/targeting of sooth ER
in dendritic spines of Purkinje neurons to melanosome transport
(reviewed in [3,42]). A duty ratio of 0.7 was calculated based on
pre-steady state kinetics of a single headed expressed Myo5a
construct [43]. The coiled-coil sequence in the tail of the native
molecule results in dimerization of two high duty ratio heads
into a functional unit [44], increasing the probability at least one
head is attached at all times, consistent with reports that it rarely
detaches from actin [45,46]. As a striking example of its high
duty ratio, Myo5a velocities actually increase at low motor
densities [47,48]. Multiple high duty ratio heads bound to the
same filament likely interfere with each other and this
interference is alleviated at low densities.
The high affinity of Myo5a for actin is achieved through a
combination of structural and kinetic adaptations of the ATPase
cycle. The rate limiting step is ADP release, ensuring that it
populates the strongly bound state most of the time [43] (Fig. 1,
red arrow). Furthermore, single molecule studies using optical
trapping suggests detachment of the trailing head is coordinated
with the leading head through intramolecular strain, [49,50] (see
discussion of Myo5a stepping below). Such coordination also
contributes to a high duty ratio by further increasing the
probability that one head remains attached.Myo5a has modifications to a small surface loop involved in
actin binding as an additional mechanism to increase duty ratio.
This region, referred to as loop 2, is positioned optimally to
interact with actin [51]. A number of studies examined the role
of loop 2 by altering the sequence and examining the resulting
actin and nucleotide binding properties [52–54] . This work
determined that the sequence of loop 2 regulates the affinity of
Myo2 for actin. In particular, the addition of basic residues
significantly increases the affinity of myosin for actin [52,54].
The Myo5a loop 2 is longer relative to Myo2, with a number of
additional charged residues. The presence of additional lysine
residues increases Myo5a affinity for actin in the M ADP·Pi
state [55]. Similar results were obtained for Drosophila Myo5,
as a splice variant with a shorter loop 2 displayed reduced
affinity for actin [35]. A recent cryo-EM study examining the
structure of Myo5a in various nucleotide-bound states attached
to actin provided a mechanism for these observations. When
weakly bound to actin (ATP and ADP·Pi states), loop 2
rearranges to make an electrostatic interaction with actin [56],
acting as a tether.
Work from a number of groups suggests class VI myosins
may also have a high duty ratio. Expression of this class of
myosins appears to be restricted to metazoan animal species
including Drosophila, where it was first discovered [57], C.
elegans, and vertebrates [1]. Like class V myosins, class VI
myosins are involved in a wide range of cellular functions
including; cell migration [58,59], clathrin-mediated endocytosis
[60–62], and Golgi maintenance [63,64]. In addition, deafness
[65–68] and cardiomyopathy [69] are two diseases linked to
mutations in Myo6.
Initial solution kinetic experiments on a single-headed (S1),
BV-expressed Myo6 construct assigned a duty ratio of 0.8 [70].
Myo6 has adaptations similar to Myo5a, with high affinity for
ADP and rate-limiting ADP release [70,71]. Due to the
presumed coiled-coil sequence in the tail, it was predicted that
the heads would dimerize in a manner similar to Myo5a, and
this combination of two high duty ratio heads would produce a
motor with a duty ratio ∼1, a property associated with motors
involved in long distance transport. This was supported by
results from processivity assays with this motor (see below).
However, the BV-expressed constructs used in these studies
included exogenous, engineered domains that forced heavy
chain dimerization. Subsequent work using cross-linking and
hydrodynamic measurements demonstrated that native Myo6 is,
in fact, a monomer [72]. Filament gliding velocity of a BV-
expressed full-length construct decreased as the density was
reduced in the in vitro motility assay, indicating it has a duty
ratio of less than 1 [72]. Class VII myosins are the most recently
identified as possessing a high duty ratio. Mutations in Myo7a
are associated with several forms of inherited deafness and deaf-
blindness in both humans and mice [73,74]. Additionally, a new
role for Myo7a has also recently been suggested in trafficking of
lysosomes [75]. A recent study found a single-headed construct
encoding Drosophila Myo7a has the unusual property of
hydrolyzing ATP when bound to actin [76], coupled with ADP
as a rate limiting step. Based on kinetic measurements, a duty
ratio of 0.9 was assigned to the single-headed molecule.
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formation of a coiled-coil into a highly processive dimer [77].
Consistent with this prediction is a report that full-length, BV-
expressed rat Myo7a runs as a dimer during native gel electro-
phoresis and gel filtration chromatography [78]. Interestingly,
an expressed construct encoding the head, neck and coiled-coil
region, but lacked the more C-terminal portion of the tail, did
not dimerize. This implicates regions other than coiled-coil in
promoting dimerization of Myo7a, but it has not been
determined if they are sufficient [78]. The other class VII
isoform, Myo7b, localizes to the brush border microvilli of
enterocytes lining the gut and proximal tubule epithelial cells
[79], but its cellular functions are largely unknown. Single-
headed (head and neck) BV-expressed constructs of both mouse
and DrosophilaMyo7b have a duty ratio of 0.8 and rate limiting
ADP release based on the pre-steady state kinetics [80,81].
While there is no predicted coiled-coil in the sequence of this
myosin, it cannot be assumed Myo7b is monomeric given the
requirement of other sequences for dimerization of Myo7a as
noted above. Plants have three classes of myosins, VIII, XI, and
XIII, all of which are probably evolutionarily related to class V
myosins [2]. Only the mechanochemistry of class XI myosins,
has been investigated. Little is known regarding its function
beyond its involvement in the cytoplasmic streaming of
organelles. Myosin XI expressed in the filamentous algae
Chara is the fastest myosin described to date, moving filaments
at 100 μm per second in vivo and 60 μm per second in vitro
[82]. Myosin XI has been implicated in transport of mitochon-
dria, plastids, and peroxisomes based on co-localization
[83,84]. Overall, its organization is very similar to Myo5a,
with a long light chain binding domain and coiled coil region
[85]. Filament gliding velocity does not decrease over a wide
range of Myosin XI densities, and ADP inhibition of motility
suggests a high ADP affinity, both characteristic of a high duty
ratio myosin [86] and supportive of the model whereby Myosin
XI is ideally suited for long range transport of vesicular cargo.
The final class of myosins for which the duty ratio has been
measured is class IX. Class IX myosins are unique due to a
functional GTPase activation protein (GAP) domain within the
tail domain [87–90]. The cellular function(s) for class IX
myosins is not known, although it is presumed to participate in
Rho-dependent remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton. Consistent
with this idea is the observation that vertebrate Myo9b is most
highly expressed in motile cells such as leukocytes [89]. The tail
domain of class IX myosins does not contain a coiled-coil
sequence. Hydrodynamic analysis and chemical cross-linking
confirmed it functions as single heavy chain with associated
light chains [7]. Initial studies on Myo9b demonstrated that this
myosin, like Myo5a [45,46], binds to F-actin in both the absence
and presence of ATP, a property indicative of a high duty ratio
[90]. This was later confirmed for both the native Myo9b and a
truncated (lacking most of the tail including the GAP domain)
BV construct where a fit of velocity vs. density measurements
gave a duty ratio of ∼1 [7,91] .
Interestingly, the kinetic properties of Myo9b are quite
different from those of other high duty ratio myosins. Myo9b
has a low affinity for ADP and rate limiting ATP hydrolysis[92,93]. Therefore, other modifications to the motor domain are
likely to account for its high duty ratio. Specifically, there is a
126 amino acid insert in sequence corresponding to loop 2 that
is rich in basic residues with a calculated isoelectric point of
11.6 [89]. This region may function as an electrostatic tether [7],
similar to that reported for the processive, single headed
movement of the kinesin KIF1A along microtubules [94].
Accordingly, deletion of the insert lowers Myo9b's affinity for
actin. [92]. In addition to loop 2 modifications, Myo9b has an
N-terminal extension of 60 amino acids relative to myosin II.
Deletion of this extension also reduced actin affinity [92]. Based
on the crystal structure of the motor domain of skeletal muscle
myosin II [51], this insertion is predicted to be near the head–
neck junction, an unlikely position to influence actin binding
through a direct interaction. Instead, this domain could affect
nucleotide binding, product dissociation, or lever arm move-
ment/rotation.
2.5. Determining processivity
Processivity is a mechanochemical property closely asso-
ciated with duty ratio and refers to the number of catalytic
cycles a motor can perform before diffusing away from its track.
For highly processive motors, hundreds of rounds of ATP
binding and hydrolysis can occur before release from actin
while non-processive motors will bind actin once per ATPase
cycle and release. The most straightforward assay for
characterizing processivity is through the direct observation of
single molecule motility [95]. However, this approach requires
sensitive microscopy instrumentation and the ability to
precisely label motor molecules with known stoichiometry. In
one such assay, the movement of single myosins labeled with
GFP or fluorescent light chains along surface-bound actin is
recorded by total internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy [95–
98]. Continuous single-molecule translocation is an indicator of
processive behavior. For example, single dimeric Myo6 motors
can move longer than 200 nm without detaching [97] and
Myo5a “runs” can extend several microns [96].
The landing rate assay is routinely used to determine the
minimum number of myosins required to capture and move a
filament, which for a processive motor will be 1 [99]. In this
assay, the number of filaments that land and move in a field per
second is determined over a range of densities. Eq. (2) is used to
fit a curve describing the behavior of landing rate with respect to
motor density to the log–log plot of the data. Solving Eq. (2) for
n gives the minimum number of motors required for motility
(Fig. 2B).
LðqÞ ¼ Zð1 expqd A¯Þn ð2Þ
L is the landing rate as a function of motor density (ρ), Z is the
maximum landing rate, Ā is the area of interaction (defined as
above), and n is the number of motors required for a filament to
land and move. A best-fit curve, with Z, Ā, and n as free
parameters, will provide the landing rate. However, n is
commonly set to 1 or 2, and the error associated with the fit
of each curve to the data used to assign the landing rate. The
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For example, for a motor with a landing rate of 2, the duty ratio
is presumed to be less than 1, but greater than or equal to 0.5.
However, the relationship between landing rate and processivity
does not always correlate, that is, 1/n may not be equivalent to f
(from Eq. (1)). The axonemal inner-arm dynein c of Chlamy-
domonas has a low duty ratio of 0.14 calculated based on
velocity vs. motor density measurements yet a fit of the landing
rate data indicates one molecule is sufficient to move a
microtubule [100]. The mechanism of this seemingly contra-
dictory behavior is still unknown. Clearly there are motors
whose activity cannot be described within the parameters
defined by conventional assays.
Processive movement by a single myosin can be confirmed
with the observation of nodal point pivoting, which occurs
when an actin filament is tethered by a single motor while the
ends are free to diffuse [47]. Averaging the fluorescence
intensity from successive intervals will reveal a single bright
spot, corresponding to the site of motor attachment. This
behavior is not observed for non-processive motors where
velocity decreases at lower densities and attachment of moving
filaments at a single point cannot occur.
Optical trap studies of single motors can provide a more
detailed look at the mechanism of processivity. The three-bead
assay, in which a filament trapped between two beads is brought
into proximity of a platform bead coated with single motors,
provides the most detailed information [48,101]. Processive
motors, upon binding to the suspended filament, will displace
the trapped bead(s) repeatedly without detaching, resulting in
“staircase” plots of displacement vs. time [47,97,98]. Non-
processive motors will bind and undergo a single displacement
event. Moreover, the nucleotide-dependence of acto-myosin
interactions in this assay also provides valuable information
regarding the biochemical transitions of the motor.
2.6. Non-processive myosins
In general, there is a strong correlation between duty ratio
and processivity. Class II myosins are non-processive, exhibit-
ing reduced gliding velocities at low motor density [5,8] and
single displacement events with optical trap measurements
[102]. Two class I myosins, Myo1a and Myo1b, are also non-
processive in single molecule assays [103]. Moderate duty ratio
myosins such as Myo10 and invertebrate class V myosins
exhibit decreased gliding velocities at low motor densities
[6,35,104]. However, velocities fall off at lower densities than
for muscle Myo2, consistent with a moderate duty ratio myosin
that is non-processive.
2.7. Processive myosins
Based on landing rate, run lengths of single molecules with
TIRF microscopy, and optical trapping experiments a number of
myosins exhibit highly processive movement, a property ideal
for a motor involved in long range transport. Myo5a, initially
isolated from chick brain [44], was the first myosin discovered
to exhibit highly processive movement. Filament landing ratesas a function of Myo5a density, coupled with nodal point
pivoting and multiple displacements in the optical trap assay,
demonstrated single molecules of Myo5a were capable of
sustaining filament movement [47]. In support of these data,
single Myo5a molecules labeled with fluorescent calmodulin
light chains can moves on surface-bound actin filaments for
many microns [96]. Differences in the loop 2 sequence of class
V myosins appear to explain the reported discrepancy in
processivity between vertebrate and invertebrate isoforms
[6,35,105]. Loop 2 in the mouse Myo5a sequence has a net
charge of +6, while the same region in the yeast class V myosin
Myo4p is shorter with no net charge. When the loop 2 sequence
from Myo4p was incorporated into mouse Myo5a-YFP the
chimera appeared processive at low ionic strength, with TIRF
run lengths and a landing rate consistent with processivity.
However, as ionic strength approached physiological levels,
chimeric motor run lengths decreased and n=40.3 motors were
determined to be required for filament movement based on the
landing rate assay. Wild type Myo5a was processive under all
conditions [106], underscoring the importance of electrostatic
interactions/tethering between loop 2 and the actin filament in
increasing Myo5a's duty ratio and processivity [55,56,106].
One current controversy in the myosin field is whether or not
Myo6 functions as a processive dimer. The characterization of
this myosin's motility initially relied on constructs including
sequences forcing it to dimerize [97,98]. These engineered, two-
headed Myo6's were processive based on single molecule
trapping studies and imaging of single molecule runs along
actin with TIRF [97,98]. The discovery that Myo6 is
monomeric suggested it may not by highly processive [72]
given the duty ratio of a single head is less than 1 [70].
Accordingly, a BV-expressed wild type Myo6 encoding the
entire motor exhibits single interactions/displacement events in
the three-bead optical trap assay [72]. Interestingly, when the
geometry of the optical trap setup is altered, processive
movement of single-headed BV-expressed Myo6 was reported
to occur [107]. In this experiment the trap is used to position a
bead with a single motor on a stationary actin filament (instead
of positioning the filament on a stationary motor) and the bead
displacement monitored. The resulting multiple stepping events
of single-headed Myo6 in this configuration are proposed to
result from diffusional restriction imparted by the large bead.
That is, the bead “holds” the Myo6 motor near the actin filament
until it re-attaches. It now appears that, under certain conditions,
in vitro BV-expressed Myo6 encoding the full-length wild type
sequence can form dimers. When these motors were clustered
on actin filaments 17% of Myo6 molecules were two-headed as
evidenced by rotary shadowing EM. Furthermore, 15–30% of
BV-expressed wild type Myo6 with flourescently labeled
calmodulin light chains moves processively along surface-
bound actin by TIRF microscopy. Removal of the C-terminal
cargo-binding domain increases the probability of Myo6
dimerization up to 90%, suggesting this region of the molecule
may function to regulate the oligomeric state [108]. In vivo,
several other mechanisms could bring Myo6 motors in close
proximity to facilitate dimerization (Fig. 3). For example, a
number of proteins interact with the tail domain of Myo6
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one of these could induce a functional dimer (Fig. 3B).
Alternatively, interactions with vesicular cargo could cluster
enough Myo6 molecules to result in coiled-coil formation into a
true dimer (Fig. 3C) or a functional dimer of two motors in close
proximity (Fig. 3D).
The final class of processive myosins described so far is class
IX myosins, which are single-headed [7,91]. Processivity is
commonly associated with two headed motors that coordinate
their activity so that one head remains attached to actin while the
other is unbound. Thus, it was somewhat of a surprise that the
Myo9b landing rate was measured as n=1 and nodal point
pivoting was observed [7,91]. A BV-expressed Myo9b motor
without a tail domain takes multiple steps in the optical trap
assay and single Myo9b-GFP fusion proteins moved along actin
filaments for hundereds of nanometers when visualized by
TIRF [111]. It will be of interest to determine if a processive,
single-headed motor can move when an opposing load is
applied in the optical trapping assay. As discussed above, the
inserts in the motor domain of this myosin are likely to play a
role in tethering the molecule to prevent diffusion during its
weakly bound states, compensating for the lack of a second
head and facilitating processive movement [92].Fig. 3. Possible states and mechanisms of Myo6 oligomerization in vivo. (A)
Myo6 might function exclusively as a monomer or (B) binding of two Myo6
motors to the same (or complexed) tail interacting protein(s) could induce the
formation of a functional dimer. (C) Vesicular cargo could act as a recruitment
platform for Myo6 with dimerization occurring once enough motors are
concentrated (C), or two monomers in close proximity could work together as a
functional dimer (D).3. Power stroke/stepping
X-ray diffraction studies of muscle led to the proposal of the
swinging crossbridge model of contraction in which the
movement of actin occurred through the rotation of some
structural components of the actin-bound myosin followed by
release of the filament [112]. The kinetic mechanism of Lymn
and Taylor provided a biochemical explanation of how the cycle
worked by assigning a nucleotide state to each conformation of
myosin. The first crystal structure of myosin II identified the
potential rotational element as the light chain binding, alpha-
helical neck domain emerging from the motor domain [51].
Crystallographic studies of muscle myosin II in various
nucleotide-bound conformations [113–117] support the hypoth-
esis that this region undergoes a rotational movement, thereby
acting as a lever arm that exerts a power stroke, during the weak
to strong (ADP·Pi→ADP) binding transition. For a detailed
review of the lever arm mechanism of myosin II, see [101].
Single molecule studies of two unconventional myosins,
Myo5a and Myo6, have provided detailed insight into the
mechanism whereby two-headed motors have adapted their
power stroke during processive movement. Optical trapping
studies provided the basis for the stepping model of processive,
two-headed myosin motility when it was observed that single
Myo5a dimers displaced the trapped beads in 36 nm increments
[105], corresponding to the binding site repeat along the actin
filament. Negatively stained EM of Myo5a also showed
conformations with both heads attached and spanning 36 nm
[118]. Furthermore, the size of the displacement of Myo5a
stepping in single molecule assays depended linearly on the
length of the light chain binding domain [119,120]. This
relationship between increased displacement and light chain
binding domain length is in remarkable agreement with the
lever arm model. Furthermore, these studies were taken as
strong evidence by most that Myo5a took sequential steps along
actin, in a hand over hand fashion.
Alternative models were proposed to account for the 36 nm
displacements of Myo5a. The inchworm model, put forth to
explain the movement of kinesin [121], argues that the relative
position of the heads (i.e. leading vs. trailing) does not change.
The Brownian ratchet model postulates that motors slide along
the filament to low energy binding sites [122]. Advances in
detecting fluorescence of single fluorophores with high spatial
and temporal resolution allowed the hand over hand model to be
tested directly. By measuring the rotation of a CaM light chain
labeled with a fluorophore in a known orientation, Forkey and
colleagues detected tilting of the light chain binding domain as
predicted for a lever arm swinging between pre- and post-power
stroke states [123]. The development of a technique referred to
as FIONA (Fluorescence Imaging with One Nanometer
Accuracy), which can follow single fluorophores with
<1.5 nm resolution, also provided strong evidence for the
hand over hand mechanism. In this study, the position of a
single, fluorescently labeled light chain near the motor domain
of one head was tracked during Myo5a movement on actin. The
hand over hand model predicts that for each 36 nm center of
mass displacement, the trailing head will detach, pass over the
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Indeed, Yildiz et al. observed alternating steps of 74.1±2.2 nm
[124]. Similar results were obtained when the two heads of
Myo5a were labeled with different colored quantum dots to
track the position of the heads with high temporal and spatial
resolution [125].
Hand over hand processive movement would be enhanced
if the heads could “communicate” with each other to
coordinate their ATPase cycles. To explain the extraordinary
run lengths demonstrated by some unconventional myosins,
stepping models incorporate mechanisms of coordination to
increase the probability that at least one head will always
remain bound to actin. Backward strain exerted on the leading
head by the trailing head was proposed to be the mechanism
by which coordination occurred [70,126]. Consistent with this
model, the leading head of Myo5a was observed to curve
backward when both heads were attached [118]. Two recent
studies have explored the effect of strain on single Myo5a
molecules in the optical trap assay to test this model. For these
studies, single headed Myo5a constructs were subjected to
pushing or pulling forces exerted on the actin filament-bead
“dumbell” by the trap. These forces are presumed to
correspond to the load imposed on the trailing and leading
heads, respectively [49,50]. Both groups report that pulling
backward on the motor slows ADP release from the leading
head, keeping it locked in an early stage of actin binding and
effectively preventing it from releasing actin. Veigel and
coworkers also report a twofold reduction in the lifetime of
actin binding when forward, or “pushing” force is applied.
Extrapolating to a two-headed molecule, this result suggests
the force applied to the trailing head by the leading head
accelerates ADP release, ATP binding, and dissociation. These
studies present convincing data that strain dependent kinetics
keep the ATPase cycles out phase and contributes to
processivity.
Expressed Myo6 engineered to form a two-headed dimer
also moves processively in the optical trap assay, with a large
(30–36 nm) step size [97,98]. A hand over hand model of
stepping, similar to that for Myo5a, was proposed to account for
its movement. The FIONA technique of imaging the displace-
ment of single fluorescently labeled heads confirmed this
mechanism. Motor domains were displaced 60 nm [127] or
72 nm [128] for each 30–36 nm movement of the center of
mass, exactly as predicted by the hand over hand model.
The mechanism of two-headed Myo6 stepping has been
considerably more complicated to elucidate since the initial
observation was made that the 30–36 nm step size of Myo6 is
considerably larger [97,98,129] than would be predicted based
on a short lever arm occupied by only one CaM light chain
(which follows the unique 53 amino acid-nonIQ CaM binding
insert thought to be critical for minus end directionality of Myo6
[129]. Moreover, inter-head binding distances of GFP-labeled
motor domains demonstrated separation of ∼30 nm under near
rigor conditions [130]. Within the constraints of the hand-over-
hand stepping model, two possibilities were proposed to account
for the large displacement of Myo6. The first postulated an
extension of the lever arm through some a rigid element, such asthe 53 amino acid insert proximal to the light chain-binding
domain. The second relied on the existence of a flexible element,
allowing the dimer to unfold and search out the next binding site.
This second mechanism was supported by the “promiscuous”
nature of Myo6 binding to actin at slightly irregular intervals
[97]. Closer inspection of the predicted coiled-coil immediately
C-terminal to the IQ motif revealed only a modest propensity to
dimerize, suggesting this region could form the flexible element
[127,131,132]. To test this directly, this region was “zipped up”
by the addition of a GCN4-p1 dimerization sequence [133].
Addition of this sequence resulted in a dramatic decrease in
dimeric Myo6 step size down to 12 nm, the same magnitude
displacement as single-headed constructs [132].
The effects of load on Myo6 stepping have also been exa-
mined for a two-headed, BV-expressed construct with optical
trapping. Under physiological ADP and ATP concentrations
(100 μM and 1.5 mM, respectively), even very small loads
accelerated the rate of ADPbinding and stalledMyo6 on the actin
filament [131]. Thus, two-headedMyo6 may function as a tether,
anchoring vesicles or other cargo to the actin cytoskeleton.
An expressed, full-length Myo6 monomer exhibited single
binding and displacement events of 18 nm [72], still longer than
the calculated light chain binding domain length of 10 nm
[132]. Thus, even the power stroke of single-headed Myo6
likely depends on other, undetermined, structural elements.
Determining if and how the oligomerization state of Myo6 is
regulated is of critical importance in defining the in vivo
functions of this motor.
The mechanics of the power stroke of class I myosins has
also been investigated [103]. In the optical trap assay, single-
headed myosins rat liver Myo1b and chicken intestinal brush
border Myo1a undergo single displacements along actin before
detaching. Importantly, these encounters were significantly
longer than for other low duty ratio myosins, consistent with
the slow ATPase cycles of Myo1a and the slow rate of ADP
release [15]. Both myosin I's displaced actin 10–11 nm, but
did so in two distinct phases [103]. The first 6 nm movement
occurred rapidly after actin binding, while the second, 5.5 nm
phase occurred at variable intervals later. Interestingly, the first
phase is insensitive to ATP suggesting the rate of ADP release
governs its duration. The duration of the second phase is
dependant on the concentration of ATP and represents the rate
of ATP-induced dissociation of the myosin from actin. Thus,
the single molecule studies on active motors support the
structural data which suggest there is a second component of
the Myo1a working stroke coupled to ADP release [134].
This bi-phasic mechanical working stroke is not limited to
class I myosins. Another single headed myosin, an S1 fragment
of smooth muscle myosin II, was reported to displace actin in
two steps (4+2 nm). Application of backward load increased the
duration of the first phase, thus increasing the overall attachment
time, but had little effect on the second phase [135]. Bi-phasic
stepping also contributes to the movement of the two-headed
myosin, Myo5a. The first component of the step is due to 20 and
5 nm sub-steps of the leading head, with a 10–11 nm diffusive
search by the unattached head for the next binding site [136]. It
now seems likely that a two-step working occurs in those
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second conformational change would be inhibited in the
presence of backwards strain, preventing ADP release and
lengthening the lifetime of the strongly bound state.
4. Velocity
The velocity at which a myosin moves along an actin
filament is defined by three parameters, the displacement per
ATP hydrolyzed (step size d), the duty ratio (f), and the overall




Independent measurements of these three parameters can be
used to calculate a velocity that is frequently in good agree-
ment with experimentally determined values, although there
are exceptions. For example, based on Myo1a measurements
of d ∼11 nm [103], kATPase ∼0.3 s−1, and f=0.05 [15] a
velocity 66 nm/s is calculated with Eq. (3). This corresponds
well to the experimentally determined velocity of 50–100 nm/
s [137,138]. An astonishing range of velocities has been
reported for different classes of myosins using in vitro mo-
tility, covering several orders of magnitude (see Table 1).
Myo9b is the slowest, moving at 15–40 nm/s [7,90] while a
class XI myosin from Chara moves 60 μm/s [82]. The gliding
filament assay of Kron and Spudich, where the movement of
fluorescently labeled filaments moving on motors attached to a
coverslip is recorded, is the simplest and most routinely used
method to measure the unloaded velocity of a myosin [139]. It
should be noted that alternative assays of myosin motility can
give dramatically different results, most likely due to motor
orientations that are more or less favorable for filament inter-
action [140,141]. A striking example of this are studies exa-
mining the velocity of Myo9b. Initial studies of Myo9b using
the gliding filament assay revealed it to be a relatively slow
motor with velocities of 15–40 nm/s [7,90,91]. However,
recent studies visualizing the movement of GFP-tagged
Myo9b on immobilized actin filaments revealing much faster
velocities ranging from 0.5 to 2 μM/s [111].
For a number of myosins there is a very clear relationship
between the velocity, duty ratio/processivity, and physiology. A
classic example is the different velocities of myosin II isoforms
in skeletal (fast) and smooth (slow) muscle myosins. Smooth
muscle myosin velocity in vitro is >10× slower than skeletal
muscle myosin consistent with the much slower rates of smooth
muscle contraction (0.58 μm/s and 6.6 μm/s, respectively) [8],
while the low duty ratio of both is critical to prevent the large
number of heads from interfering with each other during force
generation. To transport cytoplasmic cargo over long distances a
fast, highly processive motor would be most effective. Class XI
myosins in plants are an idealized example. Their extremely
rapid, and highly processive motility allow for the rapid
cytoplasmic streaming of vesicles [82,86].
Several myosins are proposed to act as cellular anchors,
tethering components in place to provide substructure. For amyosin to provide such a function, it would be advantageous to
reduce, or even eliminate, its movement along actin. Based on
Eq. (3), this could be accomplished by reducing the cycling rate,
decreasing the step size, or increasing the duty ratio. Myo7b is
an ideal candidate to operate in such a fashion in the highly
ordered microvilli of the intestine and kidney proximal tubule
epithelium, where it is localized [79]. Myo7b exhibits an
extremely slow rate of actin activated ATPase rate (∼1/s),
coupled with a high duty ratio (0.8) [80], which is predicted to
allow this motor to anchor microvillar components.
Some myosins may adapt their rate of movement on actin to
perform multiple functions. It is now well established that load
applied by an optical trap against the direction of single myosin
movement can reduce the rate of stepping and, therefore,
velocity by slowing biochemical transitions [49,50,135]. Myo6,
for example, is involved in trafficking of vesicles during
clathrin-mediated endocytosis (reviewed in [109,110]). Under
the unloaded conditions of the sliding filament assay, Myo6
actin translocation rates are moderately fast for both single-
headed and dimeric constructs, ranging from 80 to 300 nm/s in
the absence of Ca2+[71,142,143]. Myo6 is involved in the
maintenance of stereocilia, specialized microvilli with a core
bundle of actin filaments. Mice with a mutation in the Myo6
gene are deaf, have destibular dysfunction and prior to hair cell
degeneration exhibit fused stereocilia [144]. The localization of
Myo6 to the base of the stereocilia suggested it tethers the apical
membrane [145] to the underlying actin meshwork. For this
function, Myo6 mechanochemistry must be altered to convert it
from a cargo mover to an anchor. Initial studies using an optical
trap indicated that when a backward load is applied, Myo6 stalls
and then quickly detaches [97]. Under these conditions, Myo6
occasionally steps backwards, but backward steps are followed
by forward steps or detachment. When a physiological
concentration of ADP is included in the assay load inhibits
detachment and promotes a strongly-bound stalled state (i.e.
velocity is 0 nm/s), consistent with an anchoring function.
Removal of the major plus-end motor of the microvilli, Myo1a,
induces loss of Myo6 from the apical domain [25]. This raises
the possibility that in vivo, load is applied to Myo6 by Myo1a
through the core actin bundle or membrane, thereby converting
Myo6 to a microvillus tether.
5. Directionality
Actin filaments have an inherent polarity with a fast growing
plus (barbed) end and a slower growing minus (pointed) end.
Additionally, filaments within the cytoplasm are organized in a
polarized fashion, with plus ends typically oriented towards the
plasma membrane and minus ends towards the interior. The
direction of myosin movement on actin, therefore, has profound
implications for function. For example, a myosin involved in
trafficking vesicles to the plasma membrane during secretion
would necessitate plus-end-directed movement.
Three assays have been used to assess directionality of
myosins (Fig. 4). The assay developed first for Myo5a relied on
uniformly polarized bundles of actin filaments from the alga
Nitella as a substrate for motility [146,147]. Beads with surface
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have been cut open. Movement of the beads along the uniformly
polarized actin bundles is recorded by time-lapse microscopy.
Beads coated with a control motor, usually a known plus-end-
directed myosin, are then imaged moving on the same bundles,
thereby establishing its polarity [44]. One potential problemwith
this assay, aside from the relative technical difficulty in making
the Nitella preparation, is that velocities of bead movement are
much slower than that observed using the gliding filament assay
[140]. A similar assay was developed with acrosomal actin
bundles isolated from Limulus sperm [148]. These bundles are
comprised of parallel 50–80 μm actin filaments organized by the
protein scruin [149]. The bundles themselves cannot support
myosin motility due to the presence of scruin, but serve instead
as a template. Nucleation of actin from the plus end of the
bundles, and their subsequent labeling with phalloidin results inFig. 4. Assays to determine myosin directionality. (A) Cells from the alga Ni-
tella are cut open and pinned down with the polarized actin bundles in each half
exposed to solution. The movement of myosin-coated beads along the cables is
compared to a control motor to assess the polarity of the actin. (B) Nucleation
from the plus ends of actin bundles from Limulus acrosomal processes creates a
“broom” of known polarity. Myosin-coated beads are positioned on the broom
with an optical trap. (C) In the gliding filament assay [139] actin filaments are
fluorescently tagged on one end by polymerization off of the minus end of seeds
whose plus ends are occluded by gelsolin (grey sphere). These are imaged
moving on a coverslip coated with myosin and the trailing end indicates the
directionality of the myosin.a “broom” structure visible by fluorescence and easily
distinguishable from the tightly packed bundle. Beads coated
with a myosin are positioned on the broom with a laser trap and
their movement observed by differential interference micro-
scopy (DIC) [141]. Movement away from the bundle, toward the
splayed end of the broom indicates plus-end-directedmovement.
Conversely, if the bead moves toward the tapered end it is a
minus-end-directed motor. Although the assay based on Limulus
actin bundles is effective at determining directionality, it requires
an optical trapping system to efficiently position motor-coated
beads on the filaments. A simpler approach was devised using
motors attached to a coverslip [139] and filaments tagged at one
end with a fluorescent label [142]. Tags are created by restricting
nucleation off of pre-existing fluorescently-labeled (e.g. using
fluorochrome labeled actin subunits or fluorescent phallotoxin)
actin seeds. This is accomplished by carrying out elongation at
concentrations of actin below the critical concentration of minus
end growth [142], or by using capping proteins that effectively
block elongation from the plus end [150,151]. Fluorescent
phalloidin (of a different color than that used to label the seed) is
then added to label the nucleated end. Time-lapse imaging of the
polarity tagged filaments by surface-bound motors reveals the
directionality of the motor in question. A myosin whose
direction of movement is known should be used to verify the
accuracy of the polarity tag since annealing events in solution
and subsequent breakage events during in vitro motility can
affect the apparent location of the tag.
Most of the myosins characterized to date are plus-end-
directed (see Table 1). Single-headed Myo6 expressed in
baculovirus was the first myosin described to move toward the
minus end of actin [142], consistent with its proposed roles in
trafficking vesicles toward the interior during clathrin-mediated
endocytosis and anchoring the membrane between stereocilia of
the inner ear [109]. Tail-less BV-expressed Myo9b is also
reported to move to the minus-end of actin [91]. However,
native Myo9b moves to the plus end [151] of actin and it is not
clear why this discrepancy exists. The absence of the tail or
method of attachment to the motility chamber (direct adsorption
vs. immuno-adsorption) are possible explanations. To directly
test whether removal of the tail converts Myo9b to a minus-end-
directed motor, the directionality of a truncated CFP fusion
immune-adsorbed (using a GFP antibody) from Cos cell
supernatants was assessed. This fusion was plus-end-directed,
similarly to the full-length native motor (Fig. 5). Thus, the
simple presence vs. absence of the Myo9b tail cannot explain
the observed differences in directionality of this motor. Given
the large number of new myosin classes recently identified by
genome analysis [2], it will be critical to determine if any others
support minus-end (or bi-directional) movement.
The lever arm model of force generation predicts that, for a
minus-end-directed motor such as Myo6, the lever arm will
swing toward the minus end of actin. Initial cryo-EM
reconstructions of actin filaments decorated with Myo6 in an
ADP or nucleotide free state (representing the post-power stroke
conformation) supported this model [142]. The authors also
proposed the idea that the unique 53 amino acid insertion
between the converter and lever arm regions is ideally
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other myosins. However, this model was challenged by
experiments examining the directionality of chimeric BV-
expressed constructs. Different combinations of motor, con-
verter, and lever arm domains from Myo6 and Myo5a were
expressed to probe the determinant of directionality using
polarity tagged filaments in the in vitro motility assay [152].
This study concluded that the minimum requirement for minus-
end-directed motility is the core of the Myo6 motor domain and
did not depend on its unique converter or lever arm.Fig. 5. Tail-less Myo9b is plus-end-directed. (A) A humanMyo9b-CFP construct with
adsorbed onto a motility chamber with anti-GFP antibodies. Movement of polarity tag
microscopy (see Fig. 4C). Filament velocities were plotted as a histogram with plus-e
negative value. (B) The known plus-end-directed motor Myo5a was used as a con
direction of movement. The few apparent minus-end-directed filaments are likely du
shown is min:s. Scale bar, 5 μm.More recently, several papers provided strong evidence to
support the original model of Wells et al. [142]; the reverse
orientation of the lever arm is responsible for reversing Myo6
directionality. To directly test this hypothesis a normally plus-
end-directed myosin, Dictyostelium class I MyoE, was
engineered so that an artificial lever composed of α-actinin
repeats was reversed 180° relative to the wild type lever arm by
inserting a four helix bundle from human guanylate-binding
protein-1 between the motor and lever arm [153]. This construct
moved toward the minus end of polarity-tagged filaments,out most of the tail domain (amino acids 1–1201) was expressed in Cos cells and
ged actin filaments with Texas Red labeled plus ends was tracked by time-lapse
nd-movement scored as a positive velocity and minus-end movement assigned a
trol to assess the accuracy of the polarity tagged filaments in determining the
e to polymerization off of the plus ends of plus-end seeds lacking gelsolin. Time
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direction of movement. Furthermore, the 2.9 Å resolution
crystal structure of Myo6 in the post-power stroke state shows a
striking reversal of the angle of the lever arm with respect to
Myo5 [154]. The unique insertion and its CaM light chain
interact with the converter domain and result in the emergence
of the lever arm at a 120° angle relative to other myosins.
There is some evidence that under certain conditions in
optical trap assays of single molecules, molecular motors can
be induced to reverse their direction along the track. In general,
motors will displace the bead from the center of the trap until a
certain load, termed a stall force, is reached and then stop and
detach. At high loads, Myo5a occasionally takes up to three
steps in the reverse direction [105]. Backward steps were also
observed when moderate loads (below stall force) were applied
to Myo6 [97]. A more dramatic example of this behavior is
exhibited by conventional kinesin when it is subjected to
forces ∼2× stall (17 pN). Under these conditions, processive
backward stepping was observed, moving the bead back to the
center of the trap until it reached stall force [155]. It is not clear
how load reverses directionality. One possibility is that load
physically pulls the lever arm so that it rotates in the opposite
direction to unloaded conditions.
6. Conclusions
The motor properties of a myosin are defined by a
combination of its enzyme kinetics and structural character-
istics. Through extensive characterization of motors with
biochemical and biophysical techniques it has become apparent
that mechanochemistry is finely tuned to support the function of
a given myosin. There also appear to be multiple mechanisms
for accomplishing the same function. For example, long-range
transport of cargo can take place utilizing a single molecule of a
highly processive motor, such as vertebrate Myo5a, or with
multiple non-processive motors such as Myo10. Also emerging
is the extensive role of applied forces, such as backward or
forward strain, in regulating the biochemical transitions, and
therefore motor function, of an increasing large number of
myosins. It is likely that myosins may function as cellular
“tensiometers”, providing a direct mechanism for transducing
strain-mediated excellular cues to the cell interior. Undoubtedly,
as more members of the myosin family are characterized, there
will be additional and surprising mechanochemical adaptations
uncovered.
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